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• Gender, race and other forms of equality?

• Poverty, access to food or education?

• Environment, clean water and sustainable resources?

• Climate change, fossil fuel divestment?

• Human rights?

• Safety and consumer protection?

• Equal pay?





Ninety percent of 

nonprofits were created 

in the past 60-years



The average foundation 

uses less than 5% of its 

existing funds to impact 

mission

Based on a typical foundation or endowment spending rate.



What does the remaining 95% of investment assets 

do in terms of mission impact?



It just sits in a … 



“Should a foundation be more than an investment 

company that uses some of its excess cash flow for 

charitable purposes?”

– F.B. Heron Foundation



• A best practice that helps preserve intergenerational equity. But…

• It can mask the limited impact of a foundation

• It can help investment advisors hoard assets (and fees)



Source: Per MSCI Inc., there are 573 Constituents of MSCI ACWI SRI Index and 2,7470 constituents of MSCI ACWI Index as 

of September 30, 2016.

Up to 77% of a 

foundation’s investments 

could be working against

its mission!







“Scientists say Miami could cease to exist in our children's lifetime.” 

– Business Insider

“Most people talk as if Miami and Bangladesh still have a chance 

of surviving; most of the scientists assume we'll lose them within 

the century, even if we stop burning fossil fuel in the next decade.” 

– NY Magazine

“Within the century, chronic flooding to wipe out Miami and as many 

as 670 coastal communities, including Cambridge, MA; Oakland, CA; 

St. Petersburg, FL; and four of the five boroughs of New York City.” 

– National Geographic



Google Earth/Climate Central, based on report by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, January 2018.



Google Earth/Climate Central, based on report by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, January 2018.



Google Earth/Climate Central, based on report by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, January 2018.

You are here!



Google Earth/Climate Central, based on report by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, January 2018.

You are here!



National Geographic.



National Geographic.



Data source: NOAA, 2016



• Rises in temperature are now well above the natural cycle of the last 

800,000 years

• Research shows that it is 90% likely that human activity has caused 

more recent global warming

• Satellite observations since the late 1970s have shown a slight 

decrease in the sun’s total energy output. However, instead of 

cooling, the Earth has warmed over this period

• Earth’s temperature rising at nearly twice the rate it was 50 years ago

Source: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)



• Greenhouse gases emitted by humans (fossil fuel, carbon emissions)

• Deforestation – fewer trees to absorb carbon dioxide (CO2)

• Certain Fertilizers



• Largest cohort in history representing a third of the global population, 

and by 2025 about 75% of the global workforce1

• Slated to inherit $30 Trillion over next 10 years

• Fund social impact rather than make a charitable contribution2

• 87% gave to a nonprofit in 2014, and nearly 57% volunteered, rates 

higher than any other generation2,3

• Nonprofits must gain millennials as lifelong donors for future 

sustainability4

1Deloitte, 2014; 2Achieve, 2014; 3Nielsen, 2014; 4The New Face of Philanthropy: The Role of Intrinsic Motivation in Millennials’ 

Attitudes and Intent to Donate to Charitable Organizations, Matthew Gorczyca, Rosanne L. Hartman, September 6, 2017.



Source: How Young Millionaires Invest Their Money, Patrick Gillespie, CNN Money, May 26, 2016 based on a U.S. Trust survey. 
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Investors with $3 million or more who believe 

social impact is key to their investing decisions



“Investments made into companies, organizations, and funds with the 

intention to generate measurable social and environmental impact

alongside a financial return.”

Source: the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) 

Impact Profit



• Responsible Investing

• Ethical Investing

• Values-based Investing

• Sustainable Investing

• Green Investing

• Community Investing

• Venture Philanthropy



• Socially Responsible Investing (SRI)

• Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Investing

• Mission Related Investing (MRI)

– Program Related Investing (PRI): private foundations only



• Investors filter-out or exclude sectors, companies they do not wish to 

invest in (called “negative screening”). For example:

Fossil fuels

Tobacco 

Alcohol

Weapons and firearms

GMO

• May not be able to measure “impact”, but helps minimize negative 

impact



• Standards for a company’s operations related to sustainability and 

ethical impact that investors use as a screen

• Most companies are scored by rating agencies based on their relative 

ESG performance, commitment and effectiveness

• Can be a negative screen or a positive screen (simply selecting the 

companies to invest in)

• It can be challenging to measure “impact”



1. Environmental

• Climate change

• Hazardous waste

• Clean water

• Sustainable resources

2. Social

• Human rights

• Women equality

• Consumer protection

• Sin stocks (alcohol, etc.)

• Consumer protection

• Animal welfare3. Governance (Corporate)

• Management structure

• Employee diversity & equality

• Environmental stewardship



• Direct investment by a foundation in a business, nonprofit or 

investment fund that furthers its charitable mission

• Usually structured as a loan, a loan guarantee, an equity or real estate 

investment



Same as MRI, except:

• Applies only to private foundations

• Returns must be at below market rates

• Like a recyclable grant, repayment must be recycled for another 

charitable purpose

• Counts as part of grant budget (5% IRS rule)



• The IRS defines a PRI as any investment by a foundation that meets 

the following three tests:

1. Primary purpose to further some aspect of the foundation’s 

charitable mission;

2. Structured to produce “below market returns” on a risk-adjusted 

basis;

3. May not be used to support any lobbying



Source:  F.B. Heron Foundation

Higher Risk Lower Risk

Lower Risk Higher Risk



a) It’s just a fad

b) Limited investment opportunity set or access

c) Implies inferior financial returns 

d) Requires specialized internal resources



• Assets professionally managed under ESG or responsible investment strategies 

have grown to $23 trillion by 2016

Source: Global Sustainable Investment Review 2016, Global Sustainable Investment Alliance.

18% CAGR



Mutual Funds and Separate Account Managers 

with ESG Considerations

  

Number of 
ESG Products 

Total Universe 
of Products 

% ESG ESG Assets 

Domestic Equity 671 3,601 19% $2.7 Trillion 

International Equity 536 1,518 35% $2.1 Trillion 

Fixed Income 920 3,521 26% $4.5 Trillion 

Total 2,127 8,640 25% $9.3 Trillion 

 
Source: eVestment Alliance, 4/3/2018.



Source: MSCI World SRI Index, Gross Returns (USD), MSCI Inc., as of March 30, 2018.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.

• Sustainable investments have shown better historical returns



• Companies with high ESG scores have outperformed those with low scores



• How important is impact or sustainable investing to our constituents?

• What form of impact investment best aligns with our mission?

• Could we dedicate a specific portion of the portfolio, certain asset 

classes or across the board?

• Could we add impact investments to (in lieu of) our Alternative 

allocation?

• Does our investment policy need to be reviewed/updated?

• Do we need outside assistance to review our options?



• Update IPS with sustainable investing goals/objectives

• Proxy voting and shareholder engagement

• Divest out of fossil fuels or “bad actors”, or

• Invest in SRI/ESG funds or screened public company securities

• For cash, hold insured, uninsured or linked deposits at community-

owned banks and lending institutions

• Consider green, infrastructure or smart growth investments

• Start small and/or simple, then work your way up



• Senior and subordinated loans to non-profits and for-profits

• Loans backed by viable assets and cash-flows

• Loans to purchase real estate create sustainability

• Loans to grantees (can be converted to grants for private foundations)

• Providing guarantees to grantees and for-profits

• Loans or guarantees to organizations providing low interest student 

loans



• Equity investments in screened private companies

• Real estate investments that target mission related objectives

• Private equity investment in companies aligned to mission

• Structuring angel or venture capital investments in early stage 

companies promising social / environmental as well as financial 

return



• Guarantee low-interest student loans for local youths who otherwise 

have few education funding options. Using funds as a guarantee to 

secure a lower rate benefits significantly more students than one-

time scholarships

• Senior/Subordinated Loan:  Guarantee a loan from a bank to a 

nonprofit for purchasing a building at lower interest rate



• A foundation invests in a certificate of deposit at a CDFI with the 

funds used to provide student loans or loans to local businesses in 

order to spur economic development and job creation. The bank 

charges interest to the businesses and pays a lower interest to the 

foundation



• A foundation related to a higher education institution purchases a 

building and rents it out as student housing to help attract and increase 

out of state and international student enrolment while making a profit

• Acquiring and developing grocery stores in food deserts

• Acquiring, owning, and managing community-integrated housing for 

low-income disabled adults

• Redeveloping foreclosed properties near public transit into affordable 

homes and apartments



• A foundation focused on environmental protection makes an early-

stage direct investment in a private company that is developing 

technology for cleaner fuel usage



• A community foundation invests in a venture capital fund that 

provides capital and technical assistance to early-stage businesses 

in its region
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• Portfolio Strategist with 24 years industry 

experience

• Advisor to foundations, endowments, public 

retirement systems, sovereign wealth funds

• Former Portfolio Manager and Member of 

Investment Strategies Committee at U.S. Trust, 

Bank of America Private Wealth Management

• Board Member, Space Coast Health Foundation

• Education:  University of California at Berkeley






